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Facing the Adani mine with a bang not a whimper 

December 2018 

The proposal for Indian mining company Adani’s Carmichael mega-coal mine 

in Central Queensland were approved in July 2014. Few Australians before 

then could have pointed to the Galilee Basin on a map, but before long the 

Carmichael mine had become a divisive talking point. 

For those on the side of  industry, the mine was a bonanza of  wealth and jobs 

– figures like $300 billion and 10,000 jobs were thrown around at one point 

(only to be later revealed as wildly optimistic) – as well as the potential for a 

whole new frontier of  remote country opened up to the mining industry. Other 

mining companies with exploration leases in the region queued up behind the 

Indian company. 

For those concerned about the impacts of  climate change, the mine was a 

carbon bomb – several billion tonnes of  coal to be burned in a world that had 

agreed at Paris Climate Summit we had to phase out fossil fuels to stop 

catastrophic climate change. 

Opposition to the mine quickly galvanised into real action. Environmental 

activists moved to Central Queensland in an attempt to build a movement for 

climate action in the very place that would supposedly reap the economic 

benefits. The Wangan and Jagalingou people, traditional owners of  the land on 

which the mine would stand, had signed an Indigenous Land Use Agreement. 

A group of  them though said the process was a sham. They appealed in court; 

and began a tour of  the world’s biggest banks, telling them not to finance a 

mine that did not have the blessing of  indigenous people. 

Other court cases began (enough for Liberal MP George Christensen to label 

them “lawfare”). The Mackay Conservation Group famously won its case in 

the Federal Court on the basis that the government approval has not 

sufficiently taken into account the habitat destruction of  the yakka skink and 

ornamental snake. Unfortunately all they won was the need for the government 

to reassess, and when it comes to weighing up the comparative values of  skink 

habitat vs billion dollar mines, governments are not known to be reptile 

fanciers. 



A protest camp with the intention of  blockading work on the mine was set up 

in 2015 and by 2017 people were being arrested halting work on mining 

infrastructure. 

The shock victory of  Anastacia Palaszczuk’s Labor party in the 2015 

Queensland election owed more than a little to their promise to stop the 

dumping of  dredge spoil on the Caley Valley Wetlands for Adani’s port, and 

to not offer any government support to the mine. In doing so, the Labor 

campaign was effectively piggybacking on the hard work of  activists who had 

revealed the damage the mine and its infrastructure would do. 

That work they have never repaid with any proactive move to stop the mine. 

The Palaszczuk government had the power to veto Adani’s application for a 

$1 billion loan from the federal Northern Australia Infrastructure Fund. They 

did so only under pressure during the next election campaign. They could have 

rejected the mine’s approval on environmental grounds, either by including 

climate change in the impact assessment or by applying the “water trigger” 

over the immense amount of  groundwater the mine will use. They didn’t. They 

sat on their hands when it came to prosecuting Adani over environmental 

breaches they have already committed – agreeing to do so only at the very last 

minute after heavy activist pressure. Labor have offered Adani a “royalty 

holiday” for the first four years to help get the mine off  the ground. In 2016, 

Cairns MP Rob Pyne quit the Labor party, citing the Carmichael mine as one 

of  the reasons. Later that year, when a motion was moved in parliament in 

support of  Adani; Pyne was the single vote against with 87 votes for. 

Labor’s failure to move on Adani is certainly not because they have innocently 

forgotten its climate impacts. They have been relentlessly pushed by a 

significant number of  hard-working people opposed to the mine. Numerous 

times MPs have said in private that they don’t support the mine, or that it won’t 

happen because the finance isn’t there. But in parliament or in public, the party 

has been conspicuously silent when it comes to saying anything critical of  

Adani. 

Partly this can be attributed to Labor’s caucus voting rules, but mostly it just 

seems like pure spinelessness. While so many people are working overtime 

voluntarily to try to stop this mine and avert climate disaster; Labor politicians 

with a mandate to stop it seem paralysed by fear of  the Murdoch media, the 



mining industry and pro-mining unions. They cower in silence while trying to 

still hold onto favour from environmentalists by reassuring them they’re really 

on side. It also seems hypocritical given Queensland Labor loves to promote 

its climate action plan and initiatives (most recently grants for households with 

solar panels to install batteries). With every media release about the party’s 

action on climate change, the elephant in the room that is Adani becomes 

harder and harder to ignore. 

All those years of  saying the finances aren’t there in the last month have come 

out as the empty excuses they are. Adani have made a series of  announcements 

about changes to their plan that have the mine looking more likely than ever. 

First they announced a change to the transport plans. Rather than build a whole 

new rail line, they now intend to build a spur line onto existing tracks further 

north. Then Adani announced they would be scaling down the project into a 

series of  stages that makes it require less capital. Last Friday, Adani announced 

they would be self-financing the project, putting aside all those financial 

questions. They claim work will start on the mine by Christmas. 

This is not to say the mine is now a foregone conclusion. There are still hurdles 

Adani needs to get over regarding its groundwater management plan, the rail 

network and the federal court challenge of  the Wangan and Jagalingou family 

council. Plus of  course the ongoing public opposition. 

The campaign against Adani has been Australia’s biggest grass-roots political 

movement at least since the Iraq war, except more sustained and varied. Polling 

suggests that three quarters of  Australians who have a view on whether the 

mine should go ahead are against it. There have been all kinds of  actions done 

against Adani, and even in the last couple of  weeks we have seen schoolkids 

on strike and invading parliament; mass messages sent to Anastacia Palaszczuk; 

and people in Brisbane and Bowen arrested stopping export coal trains to 

protest the mine. The “lawfare” it seems will continue from both sides, with 

the Australian Conservation Foundation taking the government to the federal 

court over groundwater and rail company Aurizon putting a court injunction 

on Front Line Action on Coal to stop them encouraging people to blockade 

coal trains. The protest Camp Binbee is still there mind you, with more people 

going up there to try to get in the way of  the mine’s construction. These actions 

are only going to intensify if  the mine gets closer to construction. 



You can’t fault the effort of  the movement against Adani and all the people 

involved. But alongside the businessmen and careerist politicians who care for 

nothing as much as their own pockets; supportive but inactive politicians are 

now standing face to face with the prospect of  being responsible for 

immeasurable more emissions on the road to catastrophic human-caused 

climate change. 

In 2007, federal Labor leader Kevin Rudd described climate change as “the 

great moral challenge of  our times”. For all his well-publicised flaws, Rudd did 

at least finally rouse Australia’s climate conscience and sign the Kyoto Protocol 

on reducing emissions. He took on the mining industry with his super-profits 

tax and paid the price. Regarding the climate action of  so many politicians 

since (including Queensland Labor on Adani), I think mostly of  that classic 

line from TS Eliot’s 1925 poem The Hollow Men: “This is the way the world 

ends/Not with a bang but a whimper” 

Few generations have ever been offered the opportunity we have – to do 

something of  real significance and help save the future of  the entire world by 

taking action on climate change. While so many have had to live heroic lives 

only vicariously through books and movies, or head off  to war in the pursuit 

of  a life of  significance; our invitation to do something heroic stares us straight 

in the face – put aside our self-absorption, apathy and pre-occupation with the 

daily humdrum; and instead be part of  a movement to create a better and more 

just future. 

For those politicians, the opportunity is slipping away. Queensland Labor still 

could move on Adani, but realistically the best chance for it to be stopped is if  

federal Labor turns it into an election issue early next year. For the rest of  us, 

the call is still there. You can hear it from the threatened ecosystems, the 

swathes of  the world’s population who did the least to cause climate change 

but will be most affected, and from our future generations. They are relying on 

us to get involved and try to stop this mine being built the best we can. 

  



One mine, two elections 

July 2019 

At some point in the leadup to the Australian federal election, someone (no 

doubt in a moment of  optimism) claimed it would be a “climate election”. 

Given recent dire warnings of  the consequences if  we don’t act to reduce fossil 

fuel consumption, it was probably fair enough to assume it would be on the 

election agenda. The media ran with it for a little while; and certainly Labor 

came to the party with a fairly robust plan to reduce emissions. They didn’t 

include any policies on Adani’s proposed Carmichael mine in central 

Queensland though, a contentious project which has become the main focus 

of  public pressure for climate action. 

The Liberal party meanwhile stayed very quiet on the issue, only stating (with 

a similar level of  willful optimism) that we were on track to meet our global 

emissions reductions targets. The day before calling the election they 

announced federal approval for the Adani mine – theoretically purely a 

departmental decision but in this case almost certainly a campaigning strategy. 

As we all know, the Liberal Party surprised the pundits by staying in power. 

“How good is Queensland?” asked Scott Morrison rhetorically in his victory 

speech; referring to the 4% swing in the state and the fact that all the state’s 

marginal seats fell to his party. 

https://andypaine.wordpress.com/2019/07/04/one-mine-two-elections/


The media, scrambling now to recover from getting their predictions so wrong, 

sought to find reasons. The main one they took up was the Adani mine – 

apparently Queenslanders wanted it to go ahead and so voted the Coalition in. 

Guess it was a climate election after all. 

Now undoubtedly many people, especially in central Queensland, do want the 

mine to go ahead. Rural areas struggle for employment, and the repeated 

message (with varying degrees of  truth) from those for the Adani mine has 

been that it will provide jobs. Central Queensland seats all swung to the 

Coalition. But let’s look closer at even the biggest swings – in the previously 

marginal seats of  Dawson and Capricornia. In both instances the swing was 

slightly over 10%, giving George Christensen and Michelle Landry counts of  

just over 60% after preferences.  On primary votes, they both received a swing 

of  less than 1%, keeping their primary count in the low 40’s. Those swinging 

voters are our evidence that the Carmichael mine was the specific issue 

effecting the election rather than people just voting the way they normally do. 

But even presuming all those people changed their mind because of  Adani 

(which, it should be remembered, was never one of  the main issues either party 

campaigned on), that is still only a fairly small number of  people in one small 

part of  the country. Generally speaking the votes fell roughly as they had been 

last election – pretty much split down the middle, with 10% of  people giving 

their first preference to the Greens’ radical climate plan. 

This is not how the election result was responded to though. The Murdoch 

media, which has always been unashamedly pro-Adani, crowed that the result 

was Queensland fighting back against southern Greenies intent on 

condemning them to unemployment. Queensland Labor premier Anastacia 

Palaszczuk, terrified of  losing power in next year’s election if  they suffered a 

similar swing, within days was on the front page of  the Courier Mail saying she 

was “fed up” with the delays regarding the mine’s approval and wanted an 

answer. The paper said, probably with more truth than we have come to expect 

from them, that it was her government’s endless procrastinating while they 

hoped the issue would go away that has slowed the whole thing down – as 

evidenced by the fact that within weeks of  the election result they had given 

the mine’s groundwater plan its final approval. 

Deputy premier Jackie Trad wrote on facebook that Labor had been wrong, 

and though they were still committed to climate action, would support the 



mine. When confronted by a protester asking how she felt approving the mine, 

indigenous Environment Minister Leeanne Enoch said she was “devastated”. 

Painfully poised on the fence and trying to wash their hands of  responsibility, 

these moments summed up years of  Labor’s approach to the mine. 

In the wake of  the election result and the mine approval, probably the biggest 

environmental movement in Australia’s history was left floundering as to what 

to do. Strategy had involved lobbying Labor and canvassing voters. Now they 

are running out of  options and facing an inability to stop the mine and by 

extension any part of  Australia’s immense fossil fuel export industry. 

It was as if  the nation had spoken its final word on climate change. And yet, 

the most recent poll showed 65% of  people are against the Carmichael mine. 

A recent Lowy Institute poll found climate change listed as Australia’s biggest 

security threat. 

The same week as Scott Morrison’s “miracle” win, the results of  another 

election were announced. The world’s biggest in fact – a democratic bonanza 

that takes five weeks and has 900 million voters. The Bharatya Janata Party 

(BJP) of  Narendra Modi were returned as Indian government, for the first 

time ever with a full majority. 

The Carmichael mine was not an election issue in India, but the result certainly 

has some bearing on the project. To understand why requires a bit of  context, 

especially regarding the relationship between Gautam Adani and Narendra 

Modi. Both are from Gujarat, a large province on India’s west coast. Their 

working relationship goes back to Gujarat’s moment of  infamy – religious riots 

in 2002 by Hindu nationalists that killed over a thousand Muslims. Modi was 

chief  minister of  Gujarat at the time and his government was widely criticised 

for doing nothing to stop the riots, even accused of  enabling them. An 

economic boycott of  the province was launched, but Gautam Adani came to 

the governor’s aid by leading a campaign to encourage economic reinvestment 

in the province – beginning with a large amount of  money from his own 

company. 

Adani was rewarded with favourable project approvals, most famously the 

Mundra Port which destroyed 28km of  mangroves and displaced local fishing 

villages. The land was effectively given to Adani, and the port was designated 

tax exempt status as a Special Economic Zone. When Modi ran for Prime 



Minister in 2014, Adani was the BJP’s biggest party donor. When he was 

victorious, the picture splashed across the nation’s news was his smiling face 

giving a press conference from the steps of  a private jet emblazoned with 

Adani’s brand. 

So the two have, let’s 

say, a working 

relationship. Indian 

politics is a process 

even more malleable by 

corporate donations 

than Australia’s. The 

implication this 

election result has on 

the mine in the Galilee 

Basin is this: the mine 

has struggled for 

financial viability. 

Adani have been unable to get banks to loan the billions of  dollars capital 

required, and in the end were forced to reduce the size of  the project in order 

to finance it themselves. The price of  thermal coal fluctuates, and at times 

struggles to compete with renewable technologies. But with the BJP 

entrenched in government, Adani can expect favourable contracts to ensure 

steady demand for their Australian coal supply. The Indian government which 

has been bankrolled by Adani could now effectively bankroll Adani’s mine. 

When the Carmichael mine was in its early stages of  approval, Liberal 

politicians were fond of  saying it would “lift millions of  Indians out of  

grinding poverty”. They don’t say it much any more, and must be relieved that 

by purely talking about the mine in terms of  Aussie jobs they can avoid 

awkward expectations they might stop cutting foreign aid or otherwise do 

anything about grinding poverty. When I was travelling around India a few 

years ago, I asked people when I could what they thought of  this. Literally 

every single person laughed at the idea of  Adani doing anything for the poor 

of  India. No doubt fresh in their mind was the displacement of  people from 

the construction of  the Mundra port. A quick internet search will reveal plenty 



of  Indian journalists writing about Adani’s environmental record and role in 

government corruption. 

This week a study was published by the UN human rights special rapporteur 

Philip Alston. It did what most climate change papers do – repeated pretty 

much the same thing people have been saying for decades. In this case, that the 

people worst affected by climate change will be the world’s poorest – those 

who have done the least to cause it. 

Though Adani and Modi are unlikely to be the most affected, India will see the 

impact of  this as much as anyone. It is a country with a lot of  poverty,  prone 

to natural disasters and food insecurity. With neighbouring Bangladesh 

projected to be one of  the worst hit countries by climate change, India is likely 

to also receive an influx of  climate refugees and the social complications that 

arise from that. 

Like a store that specialises in minor variations of  one product, elections only 

ever offer a limited range of  options. In this case, an ideology that sees the 

earth’s resources as commodities to be sold for private profit was not up for 

debate at the ballot box. A few more or less mining jobs may have been on the 

agenda, but a system that forces us to work pillaging our own planet wasn’t. 

Those poorest millions affected the most by the consequences of  our wealth 

got no say, nor did the infinite species of  plants and animals under threat from 

climate change, or the future generations who will inherit the mess.  

But beyond any of  that, we are being told that a small amount of  swinging 

voters in a few electorates gives governments a mandate to willfully destroy the 

planet. For those of  us whose conscience doesn’t allow us to sit by and watch 

that happen, we are left wondering what our options now are. Much as we may 

respect the principles of  democracy, using government policy as a way to stop 

this mine and the climate chaos it represents is for now not an option. One 

other possibility is a tactic famously propounded by another of  Gujarat’s most 

famous sons – Mohandas Gandhi. Fighting for Indian independence from 

British colonial rule, Gandhi said “Civil disobedience becomes a sacred duty 

when the state has become lawless or corrupt. And a citizen who barters with 

such a state shares in its corruption and lawlessness”  

This is not the democracy of  the voting booth, but it’s worth remembering 

that the mining industry and its supporters hardly feel beholden to that either. 



Both Kevin Rudd and Malcolm Turnbull failed to get through their elected 

terms because of  their attempts to take climate action. But civil disobedience 

is a different kind of  democracy – using not money, nor political influence, but 

the simple fact of  our presence to try to influence change. Where ordinary 

people of  all backgrounds and skillsets can play an active role. Where people 

voluntarily sacrifice their time, money and liberty rather than work only for 

their own gain. Where the future society we want to live in is embodied in the 

way we organise for change.    

Plenty have already been arrested in the struggle to stop the Carmichael mine, 

and those actions have surely been a part of  delaying and disrupting the project 

to this point. Right now there are people up at the frontline, working for one 

last shot at stopping this mine and protecting our climate. Time is not on our 

side, and it will take a lot of  people. But ordinary people working together to 

rescue our future from the clutches of  human greed; overcoming the 

government, media and business establishment? That would be a real miracle 

of  democracy. 

  



Stopping the runaway climate train 

May 2019 

Trains have for a long time been constant if  unheralded presence in our culture. 

The development of  the steam engine was a key point in the industrial 

revolution which transformed society. Passenger trains opened the world up 

for travel to ordinary people in a way that must have been previously 

unimaginable, not to mention how the goods transported by rail have changed 

our everyday lives. 

It makes sense then that railways have for a long time been potent symbols for 

storytellers of  all kinds. Endless books, movies and songs refer to trains 

somehow. They often depict loved ones leaving or returning, and can be 

powerful emotional images for that reason. They can be used to depict hopes 

for spiritual or social liberation (eg. This Train is Bound For Glory or People Get 

Ready There’s a Train A’coming in African-American culture). For Johnny Cash in 

Folsom Prison Blues the train is the symbol of  freedom lost. They can symbolise 

the journey through life, or be the setting for tales of  adventure and crime. 

Trains can also represent some of  the most horrific events of  our times, when 

the images become Jews being loaded into carriages and taken to Nazi gas 

chambers. Whole subcultures have developed around railways, from hobos 

hopping freight to trainspotters waiting on platforms. 

Even in Australia, which has a less rail-dependent economy than Europe or 

the US, trains are still there in our national legends – Ned Kelly trying to 

ambush a trainload of  cops, or Afghans with camels lugging railway sleepers 

through the desert to build “The Ghan”. Some of  the most iconic landscape 

paintings in Australian art depict the railway, like Arthur Streeton’s Fire’s On 

and Redfern Station. 

The rise of  car and aeroplane travel has made the railway less of  a potent 

symbol. These days trains are less likely to be linked with adventure than they 

are boredom and feeling stuck – peak hour carriages full of  bored and tired 

commuters, platforms lined with people glued to their phone screens wishing 

they were somewhere else. 

https://andypaine.wordpress.com/2019/05/13/stopping-the-runaway-climate-train/


But some people are out there still trying to use the train as a symbol of  the 

things that matter most. In 2009, a group of  environmentalist Sydney folkies 

called The Lurkers wrote a song called Who’s Got A Padlock and Chain? (“we’re 

locking on tight 

to that coal train 

tonight”) after 

being part of  a 

protest at 

Climate Camp 

in Helensburgh 

just south of  

Sydney. 

The song might 

not be the most 

accurate depiction of  “locking on” (which is very rarely actually done with a 

padlock and chain), but it has become a standard in the repertoire of  Australian 

protest singers and blockade camp singalongs. And as fossil fuels drive us 

closer and closer to predicted extreme climate change; with coal exports one 

of  Australia’s major contributions; the act of  blocking freight trains loaded 

with coal has become an increasingly common form of  environmental protest 

action. 

These kinds of  protests have taken place all over the country – at the world’s 

biggest coal port in Newcastle; at Willow Creek in western NSW where coal 

from the controversial Maules Creek coal mine is shipped; and especially in 

recent years in Queensland. A number of  times trains have been halted on 

their way to the Port of  Brisbane. They have been stopped west of  

Toowoomba near the Acland mine which is being expanded despite a ruling 

against it in the Land and Environment Court. And now quite a few times in 

central Queensland near Abbot Point, where the proposed Adani mine, which 

has become the main battleground of  climate change politics, would be 

shipping out its coal. 

As well as happening at different places, these protests have taken different 

forms. The mass walk-on like that climate camp at Wollongong has been used 

several times. Also people have climbed up into treesits attached to the rail line, 

or suspended themselves in tripods. Some have locked themselves to barrels 



full of  concrete laid across the train line or the train itself. Some have just 

climbed on top of  a carriage and refused to come down. 

All of  these people were arrested and charged for their actions. All of  them, 

even if  temporarily, have stopped coal from being transported and exported. 

But this kind of  protest “direct action” is always partly about symbolism. Like 

those storytellers of  old using the symbol of  the rail to say something about 

life. And this story is a bit like the old cinema trope of  a runaway train with a 

damsel in distress tied to the tracks. And ordinary people, seeing the danger, 

are trying to avert a catastrophe. 

The runaway train is a good metaphor for climate change. For one, climate 

change is predicted to have an actual momentum of  its own – once human-

caused emissions have raised global temperatures enough to melt arctic icecaps, 

the emission of  methane stored in the permafrost will set off  its own chain of  

climate change. Other natural systems the planet has for balancing the amount 

of  carbon in the atmosphere will shut off  once disrupted, which will further 

exacerbate the process. 

But also, the runaway train symbolises the crazed logic that is knowingly and 

willingly destroying the planet we all rely on for survival. Looked at objectively, 

our continuing increased carbon emissions makes absolutely no sense. Even 

business-wise – that coal has been there for millions of  years. If  there is going 



to be a continuing demand for coal, for things like coking steel, there is no 

reason it has to all be dug up and sold now. 

Except it makes perfect sense in the logic of  profit; where making as much 

money as fast as possible is the only law. Our society’s complete subservience 

to this ideology is demonstrated in our continuing use of  fossil fuels and actual 

resistance to alternatives that are more environmentally sustainable. 

This logic is the real runaway train activists are standing in front of  when they 

symbolically halt those rolling tonnes of  steel and coal. And the actions 

stopping those trains are trying to point to a different story – one where 

ordinary people don’t feel powerless in the face of  the huge and relentless 

profit machine. 

In the last few 

months there has 

been a real 

clampdown on 

climate activists 

stopping coal 

trains. There have 

been some big 

fines handed 

down, and hefty 

restitution orders 

claimed against 

activists by police 

for the cost to business of  the actions. And there is currently a civil lawsuit 

being taken out by freight rail company Aurizon against the organisation 

Frontline Action on Coal and five people who on separate occasions stopped 

trains. 

It hasn’t stopped people taking these kinds of  actions. But it has meant those 

who do are facing pretty serious consequences. 21 year old Freya Nolin was 

fined $10,000 for stopping trains at Abbot Point. Restitution claims vary wildly, 

but have at times amounted to more than half  a million dollars. Aurizon’s 

lawsuit is claiming a total of  $750,000 (presumably plus costs) – $75,000 per 

activist.  



There are some issues that should be raised about these figures – particularly 

the restitution numbers. For one, they are hard to take seriously when they vary 

so wildly. As an example, take the cases of  two different actions which recently 

blocked access to the Port Of  Brisbane. In November, Sadie Jones stopped 

trains for nine hours near the Port of  Brisbane having a tea party on top of  a 

train. The figure then was $25,000. Last month Jaxom Kerlin halted trains for 

14 hours at the same spot and the cost quoted was $1.4 million. 

But also, actions 

of  this kind have 

never traditionally 

been ordered to 

pay restitution, 

which kinda 

makes sense – 

after all, those in 

question haven’t 

actually damaged 

or taken any 

property, which 

would be the usual reason courts would impose restitution orders. All they’ve 

done is delay its transportation for a while – it will presumably still be sold for 

roughly as much money as it would have otherwise. It does seem that it is 

police pursuing companies for these costs to pin them on as part of  sentencing, 

and the fluctuating figures would indicate that possibly the companies don’t 

really have a very good idea of  what the costs are. 

It also goes against the traditional legal approach to dealing with acts of  civil 

disobedience – a principle summarised by British judge Lord Hoffman who 

said “Civil disobedience on conscientious grounds has a long and honourable history in this 

country… But there are conventions which are generally accepted by the law-breakers on one 

side and the law-enforcers on the other. The protesters behave with a sense of  proportion and 

do not cause excessive damage or inconvenience. And they vouch the sincerity of  their beliefs 

by accepting the penalties imposed by the law. The police and prosecutors, on the other hand, 

behave with restraint and the magistrates impose sentences which take the conscientious 

motives of  the protesters into account.”  



 

The lawsuit meanwhile is part of  a tradition of  using civil courts to stop protest 

action. Famous examples include the McLibel case in London and the Gunns 

20 in Tasmania, both of  which famously backfired on the companies in 

question. Aurizon’s use of  this tactic doesn’t seem very honourable in that the 

young idealists (four of  them in their early 20’s) who they are suing clearly do 

not have the $75,000 being sought from them each (Aurizon’s profits last year 

before tax were $941 million); and also obviously did not take the actions out 

of  malicious intent to the company. Some of  the information Aurizon has 

circulated about the lawsuit is simply a lie, for instance claiming activists jump 

on moving trains. 

The young people who have done them at risk of  arrest, fines and worse 

should be recognised as artists and moral philosophers, which is what they are 

– trying to frame questions about the ethics of  climate change in a creative way 

and pose them to the public. 

And controversial as these actions may be, statistics would suggest they do 

actually speak for the majority of  Australians in doing what they do, with 

several recent polls finding a majority of  respondents critical about Adani and 

in favour of  urgent climate action. 

 

https://www.news.com.au/finance/business/mining/reachtel-poll-shows-voters-support-review-of-adani-approvals/news-story/d82d0b62c1f64e76aa54a44cb55960a8
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-australians-than-ever-before-are-worried-about-climate-change-polling-finds
https://www.sbs.com.au/news/more-australians-than-ever-before-are-worried-about-climate-change-polling-finds


But in reality these five people are being hounded and demonised by the 

corporate media (“Hit them in the hippie pocket” read one headline), and have 

been all but abandoned by the big environmental organisations who are scared 

by government threats to charities out of  supporting anybody doing civil 

disobedience. These groups talk about resistance, but they haven’t been very 

keen to support those who actually stand in front of  the coal industry and are 

now facing pretty steep consequences. 

With civil and criminal court cases coming up, these folks who have stopped 

trains to point out the future of  us all is tied down on those tracks deserve our 

support. Financial support if  needed, moral support by sharing the stories of  

their resistance and by showing up to court, and companionship on those 

tracks to turn the symbol of  ordinary people stopping the runaway train of  

climate change into a reality. 
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The first Australian political “lock-on” took 

place in 1908, in an auspicious location: the 

British House of  Parliament. Muriel Matters 

grew up in South Australia, one of  the first 

places in the world where women could vote. 

Moving to Britain and illegible to vote due to her 

gender, she went to parliament; where women 

were literally fenced off  from proceedings by a 

metal grille. She locked herself  to the grate and 

gave a speech on gender equality to a captive 

audience of  politicians while police were forced 

to remove the grille. 

It wasn’t the last time the tactic of  locking yourself  to things would be used by 

Australians seeking to change society. In Brisbane in 1965 some more women 

famously did so – Rosalie Bognor and Merle Thornton chaining themselves to the 

men-only bar at Toowong’s Regatta Hotel and demanding the right of  women to 

be served. In 1969, Zelda D’Aprano locked herself  to the doors of  the Melbourne 

Arbitration Court building where she was frustrated at the fact that only men were 

inside the court arguing over whether women should have equal pay. 

Like women’s suffrage, forest blockading was a political idea pioneered in Australia. 

And it was there that the lock-on really came into its own. It was in the late 1980’s 

in the South-East forests of  NSW that what we now call a “lock-on pipe” was first 

used to immobilise machinery – created and implemented by conservationist Mark 

Blecher. Two steel pipes welded together at a 45 degree angle with a pin inside you 

can clip a bracelet onto, it’s a simple but effective design. Put it around a piece of  

logging machinery, and instantly your dissent is very difficult to dismiss. It’s been 

around the world since then and saved a lot of  forests; but the lock-on pipe, like 

the Hills Hoist and the Stump-Jump Plough, is the result of  classic aussie ingenuity. 

Over the years different techniques were developed to make lock-ons easier and 

more effective – a bike lock around the neck, a concrete barrel dropped onto a 

road you attach yourself  to, burying steel and concrete into a hole in the ground 



and fixing yourself  that, pushing an old car onto the road and locking yourself  

inside. 

It’s sad that mainstream Australian culture isn’t more aware of  the history personal 

courage and creativity, plus tangible conservation gains, encapsulated in the image 

of  someone “locking on”. Even so, there is a long tradition and culture attached 

to it – it is a symbol of  rebellion and care; a rite of  passage and badge of  honour 

for activists. Lock-ons have taken place across every corner of  this continent in all 

kinds of  political campaigns, and immortalised in books and songs of  all styles. 

The lock-on is also a remarkable example of  non-violent direct political action. 

Where so often in our society actions are taken to restrict the liberty of  others, in 

the case of  the lock-on it is yourself that you lock to something, going in defenceless 

and with the respect for your political opponent that they won’t start their machines 

and physically harm you. 

Despite all this wonderful context, the lock-on is currently under attack. Last 

month, the Queensland government announced they had passed through cabinet 

a new piece of  legislation; catchily titled Offences Involving Use 

of  Dangerous Attachment Devices. It seeks to make it an offence carrying up to two 

years prison to use a lock-on or climbing device; and one year for being in 

possession of  one. 

To launch it, Police Minister Mark Ryan put out a press release that used the word 

“extremist” four times. Premier Anastacia Palaszczuk claimed she had been shown 

devices “laced with dangerous traps” designed to harm police officers who remove 

the person – like broken glass and butane canisters. 

The implications were evidently groundless – in decades of  locking on, there 

haven’t been reports of  police responders being injured, much less exploded. If  

that was to happen, it would already be illegal and you can guarantee it would have 

been reported. Police themselves never claimed they had seen devices designed to 

harm anyone, saying in a statement they were “designed to delay the attempts of  

police to extricate protesters in a timely manner”. On a basic logical level, it doesn’t 

make sense – the activist locks themselves to the device, not anyone else. 



Last Friday, the proposed legislation went to parliament. Another press release 

came out. References to booby traps were gone, though not with any apology to 

activists who had previously been accused of  planting explosives. I had to spend 

ten minutes on the defensive from a journalist hounding me for non-existent 

violent acts, and I know I wasn’t the only one. The latest media release still claimed, 

spuriously, that the laws were all about the “safety of  first responders”. 

In classic “moral panic” style, the Queensland government has used the guise of  

safety to push through laws that are really about criminalising dissent. They’ve gone 

as far as renaming the devices: in media coverage and even in the legislation, the 

lock-on pipe is called a “sleeping dragon”, and the concrete barrel a “dragon’s den”. 

These sinister sounding names are good for media sensationalism, but in a decade 

heavily involved in direct action, I have literally never once heard anybody use 

either of  these terms. 

In blockading terminology, a “dragon” is an old car you dump on the road with 

someone locked on inside it (so called because it is something you “drag on” the 

road). But that’s not even one of  the devices mentioned in the law. The government 

and media cannot possibly be so ignorant as to not realise this is language no one 

uses. This is a deliberate attempt, like the false implication there are explosives 

planted in the devices, to misrepresent lock-ons and the people who use them. 

Beyond that, I find the misnaming of  the devices offensive because it is taking 

away from us our culture and history – that bit of  steel is not a “sleeping dragon”; 

it’s a lock-on pipe. And it’s been successfully used to protect environments across 

this continent for more than three decades. 

Politicians and media want to pretend there is a stable and just liberal democracy 

that “extreme” acts like locking on threatens. But it’s just not true. The ability to 

protest – and not just tokenistic free speech, but actual effective disruptive protest 

– is part of  what keeps a democracy functioning by giving everyday people a way 

to stand up to the disproportionate power of  the wealthy. Many of  Australia’s 

social and environmental policies we take for granted were born out of  civil 

disobedience, and to maintain those institutions, or to hopefully improve on them, 

will require brave and morally forthright people doing the same in the present and 

the future. 



The good news is that people will keep standing up (and locking on) for what’s 

right, no matter what threats the government makes. Those of  us who study our 

history know this is true, and those following the news today will know that 

regimes far more repressive than Queensland’s still can’t completely crush dissent. 

This year alone, non-violent protest movements have overthrown dictators in 

Sudan and Algeria and stopped China’s extradition bill in Hong Kong. Two years 

in prison for locking yourself  to a bit of  machinery might sound harsh, but there 

is no penalty any government can impose that is more powerful than the human 

urge for freedom and justice. 

The laws also won’t work because people can see through the government’s 

pathetic grandstanding. The continuing refusal, despite persistent warnings from 

scientists and activists, to stop human-caused climate breakdown is the great moral 

failure of  our time. No amount of  traffic chaos from a blocked city street can 

compare to the threat of  more numerous and severe natural disasters. No safety 

hazard for police officers using power tools compares to the climate-related 

“health emergency” already declared by the Australian Medical Association. No 

illegal act of  protest is nearly as extreme as being told repeatedly that your chosen 

lifestyle is threatening the existence of  whole nations and species yet refusing to 

do anything to change it. 

So you can take my word for it that people will keep protesting and keep locking 

on. But what about these laws? Will they pass? Will they stay in the lawbook forever 

as a monument to an era of  politicians desperate to deflect attention from their 

own moral cowardice? Well they haven’t passed yet. In fact the government are still 

accepting public submissions on the laws until midday on Tuesday October 8th.   

They are likely to pass though, with bipartisan political support outweighing the 

excellent critiques of  the state’s solitary Greens MP Michael Berkman. There has 

been a sad lack of  opposition to them from civil liberties groups (for whom forest 

lock-ons are a long way from their inner-city office terms of  reference) or 

environmental organisations (who are so afraid of  threats to their charity status 

they stay far away from anything that could be construed as illegal activity). 

It’s a small minority who will stand up for the voiceless and beleaguered lock-on 

device. We need to do the best job we can to resist these laws, and I recommend 

making a submission before Tuesday. But the sad reality is that in our climate of  



fear and outrage, it is likely that government and business (no environment group 

was invited to contribute to the Parliamentary Committee on the laws, but for some 

reason Queensland Resources Council CEO Ian Macfarlane was) will keep using 

the veil of  safety to push through laws that protect the status quo; even as ice caps 

melt and the planet burns. 

The way to fight back is to 

courageously and creatively 

resist. Queensland has its own 

precedent here – in 1977 

Premier Joh Bjelke-Peterson 

made protest gatherings illegal, 

saying “the day of  street 

marches is over” and protest 

permits would be granted “over 

my dead body”. Thousands of  

people were arrested in 

demonstrations over a number of  years, winning the right to protest which 

eventually was legally recognised with the Peaceful Assembly Act in 1992. It’s a 

long struggle we are in – one with the urgency heightened by the imminent threat 

of  climate crisis but still a struggle that has gone on for a long time and will 

continue for a lot more. 

Looking into our past can give us the perspective that civil disobedience has 

worked to change laws before and had its moral authority proven by the passing 

of  time. Looking into the future can give us the perspective to know there are 

greater threats than repressive anti-protest laws. Looking around us will reveal that 

while the Queensland government moralises over activists in tripods or concrete 

barrels, they are still negotiating with Adani to give them a financial legup to build 

their climate destoying Carmichael mine. 

To avoid the worst effects of  climate change is a huge task and will require all 

people who care using all the tools at their disposal. Devices like the humble lock-

on are a proven way for everyday people to stand up to the might of  corporate 

greed and its government backers. So get out there and lock on – it’s a great 

Australian political tradition! 



 

In recent years the campaign to stop 
Adani’s Carmichael coal mine has 
been immensely important in 
Australian politics – symbolic of  the 
broader questions of  climate action 
and the role Australia’s fossil fuel 
exports play. Here are four articles I 
have written at different times about 
Adani and the campaign to stop it. 

 
That struggle is still going on 
– Adani has begun work on 
site, but the mine is a long way 
from built and the issue is too 
important for us to just give 
up. There are anti-Adani 
groups in various cities and of 
course on the frontline in cen-
tral Queensland taking direct 
action. This zine is not just to 
inform you about the mine – 
it’s to invite you to join in the 
campaign to stop Adani and 
defend our climate! 
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frontlineaction.org 


